• Accomplishments of past week
  - Had another meeting with our adviser to get more information about our project
  - Saw the lab and utilities we will be working with
  - Met grad students who will be working with us
  - Read informational documents pertaining to the project
  - Got Group email setup, but takes 24 hours to validate, next emails will come from that

• Plan for coming week
  - Meet with the grad students to get more familiar with the equipment we will use
  - Read documents from past senior design projects on our topic
  - Meet as a group (grad students included) and decide what our next steps are

• Pending issues
  - Using the technology in the lab
  - More information on where the project has been and where it needs to go

• Individual contributions – identify specific tasks accomplished
  - This early in the project it is a complete group effort. We found out Friday where our individual
    contributions will go and just need to meet with our grad students this week to have them layout in more
data that will be.